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The San Francisco Bay Area
• 8 million people

• 9 counties

• 101 cities

• 20+ transit operators

• 2M+ transit trips per day

• 1,400 miles of highway

• 155 miles of Express Lanes

• 5 public ports

• 3 major commercial airports
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MTC/BATA’s 
Equity Platform

A commitment to 
meaningfully reverse 
disparities in access 
and dismantle systemic 
exclusion
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Equity platform = A commitment to meaningfully reverse disparities in access and dismantle systemic exclusion



What does the 
Equity 
Platform do?

The Equity Platform supports flexible 
processes and offers a set of tools and 
habits that can be practiced daily

• Strategic planning and investment

• Community-driven design

• Community engagement

• Project delivery

• Communications & marketing

• Project evaluation
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Strategic planning and investment: Focus on frontline communitiesCommunity-driven design: Tap the experience and expertise of local communities to illuminate all design phasesCommunity engagement: Invest resources and move at the speed of trust to ensure historically underrepresented communities can meaningfully influence decision-makingProject delivery: Complete promised projects that reflect community inputCommunications & marketing: Set up regular, ongoing, varied and culturally specific communications to reach community members at their convenienceProject evaluation: Use evidence-based, data-driven research that values both lived experience and technical results



Mobility 
Equity 
Program 
Takeaways
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Technology creates positive 
customer-facing interactions.

Technology meets customers 
where they’re at.

Technology allows public 
agencies to do more.



Toll Discount Pilot 
(I-880 Corridor)

Penalty Payment 
Plan Pilot

Low-income Payment Plan
Transit Discount 

Pilot (21 operators)

MTC/BATA Means-Based Trio



Technology Infrastructure

LAUNCHES 
MID-2023

Low-income Payment Plan

LAUNCHES
EARLY 2023

LAUNCHED 
JULY 2020



Why a Cloud-Based CRM?
• Intelligent
• Extensible
• Agile
• Empowering
• Customer-Centric



Who is eligible?

• Household income up to 
200% of Federal Poverty 
Level (FPL)

• Bay Area resident

• Age requirement, 
depending on program



How do individuals apply?
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PROOF OF IDENTITY PROOF OF 
INCOME

BAY AREA MAILING 
ADDRESS

ANSWER SURVEY 
QUESTIONS

DESKTOP MOBILE BROCHURE

OR OR

REQUIREMENTS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s more detail on the application process:Apply online from a desktop or a mobile phone, or use the paper application in the brochureThe applicant will need to scan or take a photo of their Proof of Identity and their Proof of Income; paper applications should be submitted with photocopies.Fill in a Bay Area mailing addressAnd, because this is a pilot program, the applicant needs to answer a few questions related to demographics and existing transit use.



Apply online at clipperstartcard.com

Home Page Online Application

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Clipper START website was designed to be easy to access and understand, with straightforward language and step-by-step instructions. The design has a very clean, approachable look. The website and all printed materials are offered in four languages: English, Spanish, Chinese, and Tagalog. This is an example of the home page on the left, and the first page of the online application on the right.It’s very easy to apply to the program. You can apply online via a desktop computer or a mobile device like a tablet or smart phone. If you don’t have access to the internet, we have created brochures with a printed application that you can fill out and return by mail or in person at participating transit agency service centers.  The application requires you to provide proof of identity, proof of income, and a valid Bay Area mailing address. It also asks that you answer a few brief survey questions to help us evaluate the effectiveness of the pilot program. The program was designed to piggyback on approvals for other state & local benefits programs: Proof of Income includes state EBT (electronic benefits transfer) cards and enrollment in Muni’s Lifeline program. We also accept recent tax forms.Once you’ve applied and been approved for Clipper START, we’ll send you a Clipper card with your name on it that has been specifically encoded to give you discounts on single rides. All you need to do is add cash value to your card and start riding! The discounts are automatic.  It’s easy to use!



Clipper START Outcomes

16,700
APPLICATIONS
SUBMITTED

15,000
APPROVED

1.17M
TRIPS TAKEN

10,500
UNIQUE 

CARDS USED

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To date, about 8,800 applications have been submitted, predominantly through the online portal. Most applications are approved as we follow-up with applicants if their application is submitted with the wrong Proof of Identity, for example.  When the program started, we noticed that only a small share of cardholders were actually traveling. This proportion has increased as more people feel comfortable using transit.Not surprisingly, most of the trips have been made on the largest operators.



Who’s applying and riding?
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50+%  
identify as female

Most identify as 

ASIAN
Annual Household Income 

75% <$20,000 

15% had no income

Average age

40 YEARS
WOMEN
take the greatest 
number of trips

44% of trips taken by those 
identifying as Asian; 

additional 21% of trips taken by 
Hispanic/ Latino/a/x travelers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These stats show that the people for which the program was intended to serve are applying for and using the program. The majority of applicants and users are very low-income, women, and BIPOC.



Lessons 
Learned

• Policy
• Technical
• Partnerships

Leverage 
existing 

infrastructure

• Users
• Impact on existing infrastructure
• Adjust

Evaluate

• Customers
• Helper organizations
• Partners

Communicate
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Build questions off of this.



Resources
• mtc.ca.gov/planning/transportation/access-equity-

mobility

• mtc.ca.gov/about-mtc/what-mtc/equity-platform

• Clipperstartcard.com

• 511.org/driving/express-lanes/i-880-express-lanes

• Helise Cohn  hcohn@bayareametro.gov

https://mtc.ca.gov/planning/transportation/access-equity-mobility
https://mtc.ca.gov/about-mtc/what-mtc/equity-platform
http://www.clipperstartcard.com/
https://511.org/driving/express-lanes/i-880-express-lanes
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